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1.0 Introduction  

  
NHS East and North Hertfordshire, NHS Herts Valleys and NHS West Essex Clinical 
Commissioning Groups (respectively referred to as ‘the CCG’) primary aim is to commission 
high quality healthcare. To do this the CCG needs to promote high standards of behaviour and 
conduct for all employees and to take appropriate corrective action where those standards are 
not met.  
 
This procedure describes the steps to be taken to deal with each situation reasonably and, 
wherever possible, help the person concerned to improve their standards of conduct and 
behaviour to reach acceptable standards. It is important that managers and employees 
understand these steps. 
 
Managers must not discriminate in the application of this policy in respect of protected 
characteristics covered by the Equality Act, 2010; age, disability, gender reassignment, race, 
religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership and pregnancy and 
maternity. They must also be mindful of unconscious bias and ensure they are treating 
employees in a fair way. 
 
Care must also be taken to ensure that employees who are within scope of this policy are 
supported in terms of their health and wellbeing.  That in communication with the employee 
managers are mindful and reflectful of the impact on their mental wellbeing by signposting 
them to both Occupational Health Services and the Employee Assistance Programme that 
would provide practical support should they need to access it.  Moreover, it is also important 
to be mindful that individuals are not singled out and consideration is given in terms of whether 
there is a requirement to improve systems or processes. 
 
Managers managing a case, panel members and Investigation Officers must have a clear 
understanding of their roles within the process and this policy and access training and support 
from HR. 
 
This Policy conforms to the Fraud Act, 2006 and Bribery Act, 2010 and will be used in 
conjunction with the CCG’s fraud and corruption policies and Whistleblowing/Raising Concerns 
Policy when necessary. 
 

2.0  Scope  

 
This policy applies to all CCG staff members, including Governing Body Members and 
Practice Representatives, whether permanent, temporary or contracted-in (either as an 
individual or through a third party supplier). 
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3.0 Definitions 

 
Discipline occurs where an alleged breach of conduct takes place. These alleged breaches 
can be deemed as minor misconduct or in severe cases gross misconduct.  Conduct is distinct 
from capability, which relates to an individual’s ability to perform. 
 

4.0 Policy Statement 

 
Each member of staff will be informed of the standards of conduct and work as per their 
individual employment contract.   
 
Managers will seek to advise employees of any failings or shortcomings in relation to their 
behaviour at the earliest opportunity. Managers have a duty to inform employees of the 
Disciplinary Policy. Managers will also need to be mindful of the impact on the employees 
concerned in terms of their health, wellbeing, dignity and duty of care. Details of the 
Occupational Health Service and the Employee Assistance Programme will be provided to the 
employee to access should they need. Communication with employees must be timely, clear, 
comprehensive, unambiguous, sensitive and compassionate. 
 

In cases of alleged misconduct, no disciplinary action will be taken until the case has been 
thoroughly investigated.  Any employee accused of alleged misconduct will be fully informed 
of the nature of the allegation against them and be notified in writing of any subsequent 
disciplinary meeting. Whether the case can be managed as part of the informal process will 
also need to be considered. There will need to be a sufficient understanding of the issues and 
concerns in relation to the incident/allegation to justify the initiation of formal action.  At the 
point the employee is advised of alleged misconduct, Occupational Health Services and the 
Employee Assistance Programme details will be provided for the employee to access should 
they need to. 
 
It is the CCG’s aim that investigations and disciplinary action will be dealt with within an 8 week 
period, to avoid long periods of uncertainty, and to lessen the anxiety for the employee. It is 
recognised, however, that there may be occasions due to the complexity of the investigation 
that the above timeframe will be extended. The investigating officer (IO) will notify the 
employee in writing of any extension. The employee will have the right to representation at all 
formal stages of the procedure. 
 
In all cases where a formal disciplinary hearing is necessary, the chair of the hearing will not 
have investigated the case to be heard or previously been involved or implicated. If 
professional issues are involved, an appropriate professional adviser may also sit on the 
disciplinary panel. 
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Where employees are accountable to a statutory professional or regulatory body for their 
conduct, managers should seek advice from the most relevant senior professional within the 
CCG, in conjunction with HR, with regards to a referral to the professional organisation.  
 
Staff who are in receipt of a formal written warning under the CCG’s Disciplinary Policy will be 
delayed from progressing to next pay step point on the pay step date during the period the 
sanction is live. 
 
A delay in progression to next pay step point refers to sanctions in relation to conduct only, 
and excludes warning applied in relation to absence due to ill health.  It refers to formal 
disciplinary sanctions, it does not include investigations, informal warning, counselling or other 
informal process.   
 
Where a pay step is delayed due to a live disciplinary sanction, the line manager will initiate a 
pay step review meeting before the expiry of the sanction to confirm that all other requirements 
have been met and to ensure that the staff member progresses to the next pay step, effective 
the date after the sanction expires.  The pay step date will remain unchanged.  
 
At all formal stages of this policy, the employee will have the right to be accompanied at formal 
meetings by an accredited trade union representative or workplace colleague. 
 
The employee will have the right of appeal against any formal disciplinary action taken against 
them. If  a sanction is in place at the time of the pay step date  and is subsequently repealed 
(i.e. result of successful appeal), the pay step will be backdated to the pay step date if all other 
standards have been met which are:  

1. The appraisal process has been completed within the last 12 months and 
outcomes are in line with expected standards;  

2. There is no formal capability process is place; 
3. Statutory and mandatory training has been completed; 
4. From managers only – appraisals have been completed for all their staff as 

required.  
 

5.0  Responsibilities 

 
Managing Director/Accountable Officer 
 
The Managing Director/Accountable Officer has overall responsibility for this policy. 
 
Line Manager 
 
The Line Manager has a responsibility to: 

• Establish whether the issue warrants a formal investigation by undertaking a 
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preliminary review of the incident. Communicate with the employee about the 
process, time frame, allegations and support they may require. 

• Follow a full and fair procedure. 

• Be mindful of the individual’s wellbeing and mental health during the process and 
accessing support if necessary.  

• Utilise the Occupational Health Service and to support individuals should they 
require it or request it. 

• Make the employee aware of the Employee Assistance Programme for them to 
access should they need to.  

• Communicate with HR to access training and support to ensure they understand 
their role, this policy and the process. If the line manager is connected to the 
allegation then refer to their line manager.  

• Make improvements if required, this could be to inform changes to a policy, 
service and/or to train/develop individual/s. 

 

Investigating Officer (IO) 

 
The IO must be someone who is impartial and has not previously been involved or implicated 
e.g. a witness to the investigation.  They have a responsibility to: 

• Conduct a fair and thorough investigation in a timely manner 

• Establish the facts of the case 

• Produce a comprehensive report on the investigation findings 

• Timetable the investigation as a priority and this must be agreed with their line 
manager.  

• Keep those being investigated up to date with progress and provide an expected 
  date by which the investigation will be completed. 

• Have appropriate experience and or training regarding investigations.  
• Liaise with HR colleague supporting the investigation to access training to ensure 

they have a clear understanding of this policy and their role within the process. 
 

All Staff 

 

• In the interest of carrying out a fair and thorough investigation All employees of the CCG 
have a duty and responsibility to engage in all stages of a disciplinary investigation.  
This includes employees who may be deemed to be a witness to an incident/concern. 
 

6.0 Procedure 

6.1 Informal Action 
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All employees are responsible for ensuring that they undertake their duties in accordance with 
required standards. Cases of minor misconduct or unsatisfactory behaviour are usually best 
dealt with informally.  This should be regarded as the informal, day-to-day, process of 
maintaining an acceptable standard of conduct within a workplace and, as such, outside the 
scope of the formal disciplinary procedure.   
 
During the informal stage the manager and employee will meet to discuss any unsatisfactory 
behaviour or minor misconduct; the employee will not be entitled to be accompanied by an 
accredited trade union representative or workplace colleague at this stage, nor will they be able 
to appeal any outcomes at this stage because it is an informal process. At the informal meeting, 
the employee will be set clear targets of improvement and time scales on when these will be 
achieved.  A file note of the discussion should be made and a copy given to the employee.  
This takes the form of an “improvement notice”.   
 
If the employee does not meet their targets then the manager may proceed to the next stage 
(Formal Action).  
 

Guidance for a manager to discuss with the employee to address matters informally 
 

• Explain the reason why a meeting has been arranged and provide evidence where 
appropriate 

• Give the employee a full opportunity to respond  

• Ask questions if required to establish the reasons for the employee’s action 

• Make an assessment of what happened 

• Explain what the impact of the concern/action(s) discussed is to the service/department 
and to others within the department 

• Explain what CCG’s policies and procedures are being breached 

• Explain what standards are expected for the future 

• What action(s) will be taken in the future, should a similar misconduct /concern occur 
again 

• Follow up the meeting by sending a letter of concern to the employee detailing what was 
discussed and that the letter will be placed on the employee’s personal file. The 
improvement notice will be applicable for no more than 12 months. 

• Inform the employee that formal action will be taken should the misconduct occur again. 

• Acknowledging the negative impact this may have on the employee and provide them 
with Occupational Health Services and the Employee Assistance Programme details for 
them to access should they need to. 

 

6.2 Suspension 

 
Suspension should never be an automatic approach for an employer when dealing with a 
potential disciplinary matter and only be taken as a last resort and applied when there is 
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justification to do so. Most disciplinary procedures will not require suspension. An employee 
will usually be able to continue doing their normal role while the matter is investigated. 
 
Suspension should usually only be considered if there is a serious allegation of misconduct 
and: 

• working relationships have severely broken down 
• the employee could tamper with evidence, influence witnesses and/or sway the 

investigation into the allegation 
• there is a risk to other employees, property or customers 
• the employee is the subject of criminal proceedings which may affect whether they can 

do their job. 
• they may not be able to undertake their duties due to a statutory reason e.g. a 

professional clinical registration lapse.  
 
Suspension should not be used as a disciplinary sanction. Suspension is a neutral, non-
punitive act and not in itself disciplinary action, however it is important to understand that it is 
likely to be perceived that way by the person affected and they may find it a distressing 
experience. The CCG has a duty to demonstrate care and compassion throughout the 
process. If, an employee is suspended they must have someone that they can contact and 
keep in touch with during the suspension to ensure they are supported and to keep them 
updated on the process. Occupational Health Service as well as Employee Assistance 
Programme details will be provided to the employee for them to access should they need to. 
 
Managers and staff should be mindful of the confidential nature of the suspension, with only 
employees who are crucial to the investigation being informed of the reason for suspension. 
Breaches of confidentiality will be treated as misconduct and will be dealt with under this policy.  
 

Alternatives to suspension 

 
When considering suspending an employee, careful thought and consideration should be given 
to all other options. Temporary adjustment to the employee's working arrangements can 
remove the need to suspend. 
 
Alternatives to suspension could include the employee temporarily: 

• being moved to a different area of the workplace 
• working from home 
• changing their working hours 
• being placed on restricted duties 
• working under supervision 
• transfer to a different role within the organisation (the role should be of a similar status 

to their normal role, and with the same terms and conditions of employment). 
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Only if all other options are not practical, suspension may become necessary. 
 
If appropriate, suspension should be affected as soon as possible after the matter to be 
investigated comes to light or a need for suspension is identified.  Suspension will always be 
on full pay and should be for as brief a period as possible. It is expected that suspension will 
be no longer than 4 weeks, but may be extended in exceptional circumstances.   
 
The suspension should be reviewed after 10 working days and at regular intervals thereafter. 
The manager should ensure that the employee is kept informed of progress of the case. 
 
Employees who are suspended will be contacted to notify them of the suspension and the 
allegations. In exceptional circumstances there may be a requirement to meet by telephone or 
virtually. The meeting will be followed up in writing detailing the reasons for the suspension and 
the process to be followed in terms of the investigation. They will also be issued with the 
disciplinary policy.  The necessity or otherwise for suspension, will be agreed between the 
Senior Manager (Assistant Director or Director level), manager and an HR Representative. 
Employees must be available to attend any investigatory meetings during their normal working 
hours unless prior approval for absence has been obtained from their manager.  
 
Employees are also able to request or use pre-existing annual leave that has been booked 
during this time, this would need to be agreed in the normal way with their line manager.  
 
Should it be concluded that no further action is necessary following investigation the employee 
should be notified without delay to enable them to return to work. It, would be pertinent to speak 
with the employee when they are due to return in order to ensure they are able to reintegrate 
back into the workplace and be updated on any changes and discuss any concerns they may 
have. 

Suspension and Professional bodies 

Where an employee is registered with a statutory regulatory body and is suspended for 
allegations constituting professional or gross misconduct or professional or gross negligence, 
the CCG may consider whether it is appropriate to refer the case to the relevant professional 
body in line with the bodies’ requirements and procedures. 

If an employee’s professional registration is suspended by their professional body, the CCG 
should be informed via an ‘alert letter’. Seek advice from HR in this instance. 

 

6.3 Formal Stage: Investigation 

 
Once it has been determined that the matter warrants a formal investigation, an IO 
(Investigating Officer) should be appointed by an appropriate senior manager (the manager 
commissioning the investigation).  The allocated IO will be impartial and will not have been 
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previously involved or implicated in the allegations. No formal action will be taken without an 
appropriate investigation and formal disciplinary hearing taking place.  Any disciplinary hearing 
should take place as soon as possible.   
 
The employee will be advised in writing of the alleged misconduct and will be invited to an 
investigation meeting.  The letter should be sent at least five working days prior to the meeting 
 
The IO (Investigating Officer) should collect all documentation, supporting evidence and/or 
statements from witnesses and any other individual in relation to the alleged 
misconduct/incident.  
 
In order to carry out a thorough investigation, arrangements should be made to interview 
witnesses as well as the person at the centre of the allegation to clarify the contents of their 
statements, where necessary, and to respond to any questions.  This will allow the Investigating 
Officer (IO) to establish all the facts. Notes of these meetings should be documented and 
recorded and form part of the investigation report. 
 
Witnesses should be advised that should the case proceed to a disciplinary hearing, any 
statement or information gathered may be used in a hearing in which case they will be given to 
the employee against whom the allegations have been made. All documentation needs to be 
signed and dated. Witnesses will be informed that they may be required to attend a hearing. 
 
It should be noted that, where an employee of the CCG is asked to provide a witness statement, 
or to attend an investigation meeting as a witness, the CCG regards this as a reasonable 
management request, which should be complied with.  Occupational Health Services as well 
as Employee Assistance Programme details and will be provided to witnesses for them to 
access, as having to act as a witness to an investigation and provide a statement in a case 
against a colleague may affect them negatively. 
 

Patients/clients/service users or their relatives are not called as witnesses to internal 

disciplinary hearings. All exceptions to this must be approved by the Director or Deputy 

Director of Workforce. Any statements from patients, clients or relatives must be included 

together with the management case. 

 
On completion of their investigation the IO should compile and complete the investigation report 
by reaching conclusions regarding the allegations based on the evidence collected and make 
recommendations. Normally the investigation should take no longer than 8 weeks; however, 
individuals must be kept informed about the status of the investigation and any reasons for any 
delay. 
 

Criminal matters emerging as part of an investigation 
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Where matters of a potentially criminal nature emerge in the course of an investigation, 
reference needs to be made to the Police, Counter Fraud or Health and Safety Executive as 
appropriate and advice should be sought through the Human Resources department. 
 
Where someone is unable to attend due to being held by the authorities, the CCG may continue 
with the procedure. If an employee is unable to attend meetings and/or hearings, they may 
send a representative on their behalf or provide a written statement.  Where this is the case, 
advice should also be sought from Human Resources as to whether the investigation should 
be suspended until such time as the external agency investigating gives clearance to continue. 
 

Investigation report / management case 

 
Following the investigation, the IO will produce a report and provide this to the manager who 
commissioned the investigation.  The report should include statements and interview notes from 
the following as appropriate: 
 

• Statement/notes of meeting concerning the employee against whom the allegations 
have been made. 

• Any person who can offer relevant information, especially anyone who witnessed the 
alleged offence, or was present at the time the alleged offence took place. 

• Documentation relevant to the investigation e.g. records. 

• Local procedures/guidance in place that are of relevance to the case 
 

The IO will in their investigation report make recommendations with rationale to what they 
consider to be the most appropriate course of action to take; i.e. whether they recommendation 
that a case proceeds to a hearing, no further action is taken, informal action or if there is a 
minor training and development need. There may also be improvements required of the service 
or a policy that may be highlighted during the investigation. 
 
It would not be appropriate to proceed to a disciplinary hearing until an appropriate investigation 
is complete, regardless of how straightforward the case might appear.  
 
The courses of action upon completion of the report may include: 
 

• The IO recommends that no disciplinary action or informal action should be taken.  If 
this is agreed by senior manager who commissioned the investigation, the employee 
must receive written confirmation that this is the case without delay.   

 

• If the IO recommends that there is potential substance to the allegation(s) and that they 
are potentially serious enough to merit formal disciplinary action and this is agreed by 
senior manager who commissioned the investigation, a formal disciplinary hearing must 
be arranged as soon as is practicable. The investigation report will be used at a 
disciplinary hearing, which will be arranged by the HR and ODL Shared Service, taking 
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into account any witnesses that will be required to attend.   
 

• The employee should be notified in writing that the investigation has concluded and that 
a disciplinary hearing will be held.  

 

6.4 Formal Stage: Disciplinary Hearing  

 
The employee should be given a minimum of 5 working days’ notice in writing of the date, time 
and location of the hearing and this should be accompanied by the investigation report. Where 
the member of staff is making submissions these should be with the panel and investigating 
officer at least 3 working days before the disciplinary hearing. For further information and 
guidance on the disciplinary hearing, see appendix 1. 
The employee has the right to be accompanied by a work place colleague or a Trade Union 
representative that is recognised by the CCG.   
 
Arrangements for attendance of witnesses are the responsibility of those requiring them to 
attend. Witnesses called to attend a hearing or investigatory interview must be allowed time off 
with pay and managers will co-operate in ensuring that members of staff called as witnesses 
are released from their duties at the required time. It is the witness’ responsibility to ensure that 
they have obtained their line manager’s permission to attend a hearing, prior to the hearing 
date. 
 
Witnesses who have provided signed statements as part of a case (of either side) should be 
on standby to be called to a hearing.  
 
CCG employees will be expected to attend disciplinary hearings, whether as the employee 
under investigation or as a witness.  If the employee under investigation fails to attend without 
good reason and does not nominate a representative to attend in their absence, the hearing 
may take place in their absence if they have failed to attend once before.  If for any reason a 
witness is required but not available, the hearing panel chair will need to decide whether the 
hearing should be adjourned until the witness is available to be called.  Appropriate weight shall 
be given to the evidence of any witness that fails to attend the hearing and their reasons for 
non-attendance will be taken into account, if known.  If the employee is off work due to sickness 
absence, Occupational Health may be asked to assess if the employee is fit to attend a meeting 
and if any reasonable adjustments are required. 
 
All referrals will now be made via an online portal; details of how managers can set up an 
account will be available under the Occupational Health tab on the HR intranet site. Employees 
can access the Employee Assistance Programme the details of which can be found on the 
CCG intranet site. 
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If, there any adjustments that are required in relation to a disability this will need to be 
considered e.g. holding a meeting on the ground floor of a building if required to ensure access 
to the room. 
 
In exceptional circumstances, arrangements may be necessary to protect witnesses whilst 
giving evidence, for example where there are genuine concerns regarding reprisal or 
recrimination.  
 
The Chair of the formal disciplinary hearing will be impartial and would not have previously 
been involved or implicated in the case.  The Chair will consider all the evidence, including the 
case made by the employee, and determine whether the allegations are upheld based on the 
balance of probability.  If the Chair decides to uphold the allegation/s, in deciding the sanction 
to be imposed, they should take into account:- 

• the employee’s disciplinary and general employment record 

• the employee’s length of service 

• actions taken in any previous, similar cases and any rules that may exist 

• the explanations given by the employee 

• the type of allegation 
 
The employee should be informed of the  outcome of a formal disciplinary hearing in person 
where possible and this will be confirmed in writing, within five working days of the hearing, 
stating the level of action to be taken and, where applicable, the duration of the warning and 
the consequences of continued misconduct. If, a decision cannot be reached on the day of the 
hearing and especially if the outcome is a dismissal or summary dismissal the employee should 
be contacted to attend the CCG to be informed of the outcome verbally and then be sent or 
given a letter outlining the decision. 
 
The employee will be advised of their right of appeal. 
 
There are up to six levels of action in the formal disciplinary procedure for either unacceptable 
conduct or performance.  These are: 
 

• No Case to answer 

• Informal action (a performance notice) 

• First Written warning 

• Final written warning 

• Dismissal with notice 

• Summary Dismissal 
 

In addition the Chair may decide to impose any (or none) of the following: 

• Redeployment of the employee to an alternative role/work base (no pay protection will 
apply) 

• Appropriate training and development  
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• Some other intervention, for example, to improve working practice or the working 
environment 

• Withholding of pay for a period of unauthorised absence 
 

With regards to redeployment this will normally be as an alternative to dismissal where a role 
exists within the CCG and any proposed move will be subject to agreement by the employee 
and their representative.  If the employee is not in agreement the Chair will need to reconsider 
the outcome of the hearing in light of this. 
 
The CCG has a legal duty to refer employees to the DBS where an allegation of misconduct is 
upheld against a member of staff who has: 

• Harmed or poses a risk of harm to a child or vulnerable adult; 

• Satisfied the harm test; or 

• Received a caution or conviction for a relevant offence. 
 
Where disciplinary action has been taken against a professionally registered member of staff, 
consideration should be given to making a referral to the relevant professional body.  In such 
cases HR will notify the relevant professional who will then be responsible for authorising the 
referral to the professional body. 
 
If a decision is taken to make a referral, this will be confirmed to the member of staff in writing.  
 
The formal outcome will be retained on file at the end of the duration of the warning indefinitely, 
but ceases to be ‘live’.   
 
Staff who are in receipt of a formal written warning under the CCG’s Disciplinary policy will be 
delayed from progressing to the next pay step during the period the sanction is live.  .  
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6.5 Possible outcome of a Disciplinary Hearing 

 
No case to answer 
 
The Chair of the disciplinary hearing concludes that the outcome of the investigation does not 
warrant any formal action being taken, for example, because the allegations are not 
substantiated or because of the employee’s mitigating circumstances.  It is important to talk to 
the employee to inform them that there will be no further action and to rebuild the work 
relationship if required. The outcome would also be followed up in writing to formally notify them 
of the outcome.  
 

Informal Action (Improvement Notice) 

 
(As outlined in 6.1) 
  
A First Written Warning  
 
A First Written Warning will be issued if there is repetition of a lesser offence where an informal 
approach has failed or where an informal approach is not appropriate. A letter will be issued 
by the Chair of the panel within five working days confirming the action and indicating: 
 

• The nature of any misconduct  

• Any previous discussion or informal warning still current 
• That a repetition of the offence or a similar or related offence is liable to lead to 

further disciplinary action 
• If appropriate, the period of time given for improvement and the necessary course 

of action 

• That the warning will normally be live on the employee's personal file for up to 12 
calendar months after which it will become spent, unless further disciplinary action is 
taken 

• The employee’s right of appeal and guidance on how the right may be exercised  
 

Final Written Warning 

 
Where a first written warning already exists and further misconduct occurs; or the level or nature 
of misconduct is sufficiently serious to warrant only one written warning but insufficiently serious 
to justify dismissal; or there are mitigating circumstances which have been taken into account 
which mean a dismissal would be harsh, an employee may be given a final written warning. 
 
A letter will be issued by the Chair of the panel within five working days confirming the action 
and indicating: 
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• The nature of any misconduct 
• Reference to previous warnings still current 
• That dismissal or other disciplinary actions would normally follow further misconduct 
• The course of action required to meet the standard of conduct expected 
• Actions taken are short of dismissal and likely periods of review (e.g. demotion) 
• That the warning will be retained on the personal file for a period of 24 calendar months, 

after which it will be removed, if no further disciplinary action is taken 
• The employee’s right of appeal and guidance on how the right may be exercised 

 

Dismissal 

 
If, despite formal warnings, an employee’s conduct remains unacceptable and/or the employee 
commits an act or acts of further misconduct whilst he or she is under a final written warning, 
the employee will be liable to dismissal with notice or pay in lieu of notice following a disciplinary 
hearing.   
 
Except in cases of summary dismissal (see below), the employee is entitled to their statutory or 
contractual period of notice whichever is the longer to a maximum of 12 weeks. Any annual 
leave owed will be paid. 
 
The employee will be notified of their right of appeal and guidance on how the right may be 
exercised. 
 
Payment made in lieu of this entitlement is subject to usual deductions. 
 

Summary Dismissal 
 
For matters of gross misconduct, the employee may be summarily dismissed – that is 
dismissed without notice or pay in lieu of notice.  Any annual leave owed will be paid. 
 
Written confirmation of the decision to dismiss, giving reasons, will be given following the 
hearing within five working days. 
 
The employee will be notified of their right of appeal and guidance on how the right may be 
exercised 
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Scheme of Delegation 
 
The following table sets out which managers have authority to take action at the various 
stages of the disciplinary process.  
 
 

Stage 
 

Delegation  

Informal procedure 
 

Line Manager or equivalent level manager 
from elsewhere within the CCG that are 
impartial.  

Suspension Senior manager (equivalent or above to 
Assistant/Associate Director level or 
equivalent) 

Formal procedure – 
investigation and hearings 
 

Line manager or equivalent level manager 
from elsewhere within the CCG that are 
impartial.  
 
In cases where the line manager is involved 
or implicated, the line manager’s direct 
manager and HR Representative. 

Appeal following formal 
procedure 

Line manager’s manager or equivalent who 
has not previously been involved or 
implicated and HR representative.   

Dismissal Hearings Chaired by a senior manager (equivalent to 
Assistant/Associate Director level or 
equivalent and HR representative) that are 
impartial. 

Appeal against dismissal Chaired by a Director or equivalent that are 
impartial, and HR representative 

 

Notification to a Professional or Regulatory Body 

The CCG may report to the statutory/professional body any serious act of misconduct or poor 
performance at any stage of the procedure, in line with the relevant bodies’ requirements and 
process  
 

Notification to the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) of a Barring Referral 

The CCG has a legal duty to make a referral to the DBS in cases where a worker has been 
dismissed or removed from working with children or vulnerable adults (or would have had the 
individual not left or resigned) in the following conditions: 
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• Condition 1: permission is withdrawn for a person to engage in regulated activity with 
children and/or vulnerable adults. Or is moved to another area of work that is not 
regulated activity. This includes situations when the above action is taken, but the 
person was re-deployed, resigned, retired, or left.  

• Condition 2:  It is alleged the individual has carried out one of the following: 
engaged in relevant conduct in relation to children and/or adults. An action or inaction 
has harmed a child or vulnerable adult or put them at risk or harm or;  
satisfied the harm test in relation to children and/or vulnerable adults e.g. there has been 
no relevant conduct but a risk of harm to a child or vulnerable still exists. Or; 
been cautioned or convicted of a relevant (automatic barring either with or without the 
right to make representations) offence. 
 

6.6 Appeal Process 

 
Employees may appeal against formal action under this procedure. 
 
The purpose of the appeal meeting will be to determine:  

• Whether the procedures were followed correctly 

• Whether the decision to take disciplinary action was fair and reasonable 

• Whether the action taken was reasonable in the circumstances. 

• It may also be decided to consider new evidence where the appeal panel considers 
that the evidence is likely to be relevant to the decision made 

 
All complaints or grievances arising in relation to an investigation or disciplinary process will be 
dealt with either at the initial disciplinary hearing itself and/or at the appeal hearing, rather than 
being dealt with through any separate procedure. 
 
Any intention to appeal must be notified in writing to the Assistant Director of Human Resources 
and Organisational Development Learning, within 10 working days of the issue of the letter 
confirming the sanction.  The appellant should use the Appeal Pro-forma at Appendix 3 and 
must state clearly the grounds for appeal. 
 
The employee should be given a minimum of 10 working days’ notice in writing of the date, 
time and location of the appeal meeting. 
 
Whenever possible an appeal will normally be heard within four weeks of the issue of the appeal 
to the CCG. Notification will be given if it is not possible to arrange a hearing within the four 
week timeframe. 
 
A written statement of case will be prepared by the senior manager who took the decision to issue 
the written warning/dismiss, and the appellant or their representative will provide written reasons 
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of their detailed grounds of appeal.  There should be a simultaneous exchange of the statements 
of case, no later than five working days in advance of the panel hearing. 
 
The appellant will be expected to attend the appeal hearing.  If the appellant fails to attend without 
good reason and does not nominate a representative to attend in their absence, the hearing may 
take place in their absence if they have failed to attend once before.  Appropriate weight shall be 
given to evidence of anyone that fails to attend the hearing and their reasons for non-attendance 
will be taken into account, if known. 
 
The outcome of the appeal against formal disciplinary action may be one of the following: 
 

▪ That the appeal is dismissed and the disciplinary decision is confirmed. 
▪ That the penalty is reduced. 
▪ That the appeal is allowed and a finding that no offence was committed is confirmed.  

The penalty imposed is therefore withdrawn and all records are removed from the file. 
 

Following deliberation, the appeal hearing chair may recall both parties and announce the 
decision verbally. If a decision cannot be made without further deliberation, it may be necessary 
to communicate the decision in writing at a later date. In either event, the outcome will be 
confirmed in writing to the appellant and their representative no later than five working days 
after the hearing date (see appendix 2 for the appeals hearing procedure). 
 
Should the appellant not adhere to the appeals criteria as outlined in section 6.6, the panel may 
decide not to proceed with the appellant’s appeal. 
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Appendix 1  

 
Examples of misconduct warranting disciplinary action 
 
The following is a list of disciplinary offences which may result in disciplinary 
action.  Such action may be informal or formal depending on the nature and 
extent of the offence. There may be occasions when the level of the misconduct 
would constitute serious misconduct / gross misconduct. 
 
This list is not exclusive or exhaustive and does not indicate any limitation upon 
the employer’s right to exercise discretion in individual cases. 
 

a) General conduct and/or behaviour including behaviour offensive to 
others; 

b) Unauthorised absence; 
c) Poor timekeeping; 
d) Abuse or misuse of sickness pay/leave provisions; 
e) Absence from work without required authorisation or regard to the 

appropriate procedure e.g. sick leave compassionate leave 
f) Abuse or misuse of study leave provisions; 
g) Breach of contract/terms and conditions of employment; 
h) Breach of confidentiality – failure to safeguard or disclosure of 

privileged and confidential data or information (including patient 
information) to unauthorised persons; 

i) Participating without authority in other employment, trade, business 
or profession which is prejudicial to, or which adversely affects 
employment with the CCG; 

j) Failure to carry out reasonable instructions given by management 
effectively and in a timely manner; 

k) Unacceptable conduct contrary to any CCG or NHS policies, 
procedures, guidelines and standards; 

l) Any breach of the CCG’s standing orders and financial standing 
instructions/specific financial policies; 

m) Breach of health and safety rules and/or statutory regulations 
regarding health and safety; 

n) Any breach of directorate, department or human resource policy 
rules, or procedures; 

o) Smoking on duty or in areas designated no smoking; 
p) Malicious complaints, untruths and lies made about colleagues; 
q) Misuse of CCG’s facilities 
r) Failure to inform a senior officer to the CCG as soon as they are 

aware that they have a financial interest, either directly or indirectly, 
or through a spouse or close personal contact, in a contract which 
the CCG has entered into or proposes to enter into. 

s) Persistent or serious performance issues 
t) Misuse of information technology, including social media 
u) Breakdown in trust and confidence 
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Serious offences – gross misconduct 

 
The following list, although by no means exhaustive, summarises examples of 
gross misconduct which may lead to summary dismissal i.e. immediate 
dismissal (without notice). This would be conduct which is so serious that any 
further working relationship is impossible between the employer and employee. 
This list is not exhaustive or complete. 

 
a) Assault: assault on a fellow employee, or member of the public. This 

includes fighting, physical or serious verbal abuse. 
b) Fraud: Any person who dishonestly makes a false representation to 

make a gain for himself or another; or fails to disclose information 
which he is under a legal duty to disclose; or falsification of 
documentation during the recruitment process, or commits fraud by 
abuse of position, including any offence as defined in the Fraud Act 
2006 

c) Bribery: bribery (as defined in the Bribery Act 2010) is an inducement 
for an action which is illegal, unethical or a breach of trust. 
Inducements can take the form of gifts, loans, fees, rewards or other 
privileges.  Corruption is broadly defined as the offering or the 
acceptance of inducement of gifts or favours payments or benefit in 
kind which may influence the improper action of any person. 

d) Incapacity through alcohol and/or drugs: Incapacity to perform normal 
duties owing to the consumption of alcohol or misuse of drugs.  

e) Negligent behaviour: any action or failure to act which seriously 
threatens the health and safety of a patient, employee or member of 
the public. 

f) Unauthorised absence: prolonged or persistent periods of 
unauthorised absence where no attempt is made to contact the CCG. 

g) Malicious and/or negligent damage: intentionally or by negligence 
causing any damage to property, or to the CCG. 

h) Conduct that brings the CCG’s reputation in to disrepute: through 
personal conduct or the provision of false information conduct that 
damages the CCG’s reputation. 

i) Misuse of information systems: inappropriate or excessive private use 
of the email, internet including social media sites, telephone or 
EPR/ESR etc. Inappropriate use of these services may involve 
material or information of a sexual or racial nature which a colleague 
may find objectionable and offensive.   

j) Breach of confidentiality: any failure to treat sensitive CCG patient or 
employee information with the utmost confidence. 

k) Bullying and harassment: Harassment is defined as “unwanted 
conduct related to a relevant protected characteristic, which has the 
purpose or effect of violating an individual’s dignity or creating an 
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment 
for that individual”. Reference should also be made to the CCG’s 
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Harassment & Bullying policy on dealing with cases of sexual or racial 
harassment. 

l) Theft: This refers to any instance of theft of property from the CCG or 
from patients, visitors, or from other members of staff on CCG’s 
premises. 

m) Standards of business conduct: this refers to staff who place 
themselves in a position which risks, or appears to risk, conflict 
between their private interests and with their duties. 

n) Discrimination: Against other employees, patients and members of the 
general public on the basis of protected characteristics covered by the 
Equality Act, 2010; age, disability, gender reassignment, race, religion 
or belief, sex, sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership and 
pregnancy and maternity. 

o) Health and safety: serious breaches of health and safety regulations 
or practices endangering other people and including the misuse of 
safety equipment 

p) Behaviour at work: substantiated complaints in respect of behaviour at 
work, rudeness or attitudes towards other members of staff, patients, 
visitors, members of the general public etc. 

q) Criminal activity: engaging in criminal activity either within or outside 
the workplace or aiding and abetting it. This includes failure to notify 
the CCG promptly if employees are charged by the police or receive 
any convictions, police cautions, reprimands or final warnings that 
occur during their employment. 

r) Breach of Professional Codes of Conduct: where breaches take place 
these may be considered as gross misconduct. 

s) Falsification of documentation 
 

Summary dismissal may also be appropriate in cases where there is loss of 
legal authority to continue employment, e.g. qualifications, registration, 
ineligibility of work permit or DBS status. 
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Appendix 2 - Conducting a Disciplinary Hearing  

 
A disciplinary hearing will normally be held by a panel consisting of a manager, 
who has not been previously involved in the matter, who will act as the Panel 
Chair, they will be accompanied by an HR Representative. The HR 
Representative will be there to provide advice on Human Resources policies, 
precedent and employment legislation and to ask questions to obtain 
clarification on any issues that are discussed or new relevant information 
disclosed.   
  
The disciplinary hearing follow the following stages:  
  
1.  Opening the meeting by Panel Chair  
 
2. Management side present their case (summary of allegation by the 

investigating officer), including calling of any witnesses  
 
3. Employee side, then the Disciplinary Panel, will have the opportunity to 
 ask questions  
 
4. Employee side to present their case, including calling of any witnesses  
 
5. Management side, then the Disciplinary Panel, will have the 
 opportunity to ask questions  
 
6. Summing up by management side, then by employee side  
 
7. Adjournment   
 
8. Action to be taken (if any)  
 
9. Establishment of a review date (if appropriate)  
 
Opening the Disciplinary Hearing   
 
All employees are entitled to be accompanied by their accredited Trade Union 
representative or a workplace colleague.  Where an employee is not 
accompanied, the employee must be reminded of this right, and if declined, this 
must be recorded.    
 
The hearing chair should introduce those present and outline the reasons for 
the disciplinary meeting taking place (the reason/s outlined in the invite to 
disciplinary letter) and the format the meeting will take.  
  
Summary of Allegation  
 
At this stage the investigating officer(s) must summarise the case on behalf of 
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management.  The investigating officer presenting the case should adhere to 
the facts and not introduce opinions, hearsay or issues that have not previously 
been mentioned.  All documentation that will be used as evidence (including 
previous relevant warnings and witness statements where applicable) will 
already have been made available to the individual prior to the disciplinary 
hearing taking place (copies will have been sent with the invite to disciplinary 
meeting letter).    
  
Should a new matter arise during the course of the disciplinary meeting or 
immediately beforehand, then the hearing chair should adjourn in order that 
consideration may be given to the appropriateness of the introduction of this 
new matter. To avoid unnecessary duplication of the process as well as 
ensuring fairness, it may be the hearing chair may consider it appropriate to 
adjourn the disciplinary meeting in order that further investigations may be 
carried out in relation to the new matter.  
  
The aim of the disciplinary meeting is to seek verification and clarification about 
the issues of concern, through questions. Where it is appropriate to call 
witnesses, either party may call and question them.  
  
After the investigating officer has stated their case the employee will be given 
the opportunity to ask questions and state their case. The employee’s 
representative will be able to ask questions for clarification purposes.   
 
If the disciplinary hearing is dealing with multiple issues, each issue should be 
addressed in turn and the employee and/or their representative be allowed to 
state their case in relation to each issue as it is addressed.   
  
Exploration of any differences in facts, as they appear to the IO and employee 
should be carried out in a constructive manner in order to gain an understanding 
of the facts which are, as far as possible, acceptable to both the IO and the 
employee.  
  
Both parties will be given the opportunity to sum up their case if they so wish.  
The summing up shall not introduce any new matter.  If at any stage new facts 
are alleged or new evidence produced, the chair of the disciplinary hearing may 
adjourn the meeting (of their own volition or at the request of one of the parties) 
for so long as they consider fit.  
  
 
Adjournment   
 
Before any decision is taken, it is necessary to adjourn the disciplinary hearing 
to give adequate consideration to the facts as they have been presented and 
the responses that have been given to the allegations, including any mitigating 
circumstances.  At this stage both parties will be asked to leave the room and 
the hearing chair must decide the facts of the case, and whether the behaviour 
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requires disciplinary action to be taken and if so, at what level, with appropriate 
advice from an HR Representative.  
  
Where possible, an indication of the length of time of the adjournment should 
be given.  It may be beneficial to provide a written outcome, for example, in 
order to ensure appropriate consideration of all the circumstances of a matter, 
in which case, attendees should be advised that a decision will be confirmed 
within 5 working days.  
  
The disciplinary hearing may also be adjourned to consider other issues, e.g. 
to direct further investigations to take place or to investigate new 
information/facts that have been brought to light.  
  
There is no set time for an adjournment and adjournments can be called at any 
time during the disciplinary meeting, by any party.  
  
Taking disciplinary action is not a matter to be taken lightly and should only be 
taken if it is to be constructive in attempting to produce the desired behaviour.  
Managers will also need to consider, if disciplinary action is to be taken, whether 
any other sanctions will be attached to the warning. 
 
The panel chair shall have absolute discretion to vary or amend the hearing 
proceedings as they consider appropriate in the circumstances. 
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Appendix 3 – Appeals Hearing Procedure  

 
Appeals for warnings will normally be heard by the next-in-line manager.  
Appeals for dismissals will be heard by a Director.  All appeals will include a 
representative of the Human Resources Department, in an advisory capacity. 
  
An employee may choose to appeal if, for example:  
 

• They feel the procedures were not followed correctly 

• That the decision to take disciplinary action was not fair and reasonable 

• That the action taken was not within a band of reasonable responses 

• That new evidence has come to light which they believe to be relevant 
to the decision made by the panel 

  
Should either party require an adjournment then this request should be made 
to the Hearing Panel, with an indication of the length of time required.  
  
The procedure for an appeal hearing is as follows:  
  

1. The appellant will present their case first, detailing the grounds for their 

appeal including the calling of any witnesses.  

2. The management side will then be able to ask any questions about the 

case the appellant has presented 

3. The appeal panel members will also have an opportunity to ask any 

questions.  

4. The management side will then be asked to present their case, 

explaining the reasons for the action taken, including the calling of any 

witnesses.    

5. The appellant may then wish to ask management side any questions 

about the case.  

6. The appeal panel members will also have the opportunity to ask any 

questions.  

7. Both parties will have the chance to sum up their case.  

 
8. There will then be an adjournment when both sides will be asked to leave 

the room while the appeal hearing chair considers the information they 

have heard and reach their decision.  

9. Following an adjournment, the decision of the appeal hearing chair will 
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be communicated to both parties verbally in writing.  In any event, the 

decision will be confirmed in writing no later than 5 working days after 

the Appeal Hearing.  

The panel chair shall have absolute discretion to vary or amend the hearing 
proceedings as they consider appropriate in the circumstances.  
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Appendix 4 - Appeal Pro-forma 

 
Important: You are required to complete this form and send it to the Assistant 
Director of HR and ODL within 14 days of the date of the letter confirming the 
outcome of the Disciplinary Hearing. You must include with this pro-forma your 
full grounds for appeal. 
 
1. State the grounds of your Appeal (please refer to section 6.6 for 

appropriate grounds of appeal). 
2. Please state your name, address, telephone number and email     
address 
 (BLOCK CAPITALS) 
 
 Name:  ........................................................................ 
 
 Address:  ........................................................................ 
 
 ........................................................................ 
 
 Telephone No (work): ...............  (home): .......................... 
 
           Email address:………………………………………………… 
            
 
3. Please state your job title, grade and your department (BLOCK 

CAPITALS) 
 
 Job title and grade:  ....................................................................... 
 
 Department:  .................................................................................. 
 
 
4. If a representative has agreed to act for you in this case, please give 

their name and address below (BLOCK CAPITALS) 
 
 Name of representative:  ..................................................................... 
 
 Union or Organisation:  ...................................................................... 
 
 Address:  ........................................................................ 
 
 ............................................................................................. 
 
 Telephone No: .................................................................... 
 
Signed: ………………………............................Date: .............................. 
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Once you have formally lodged your Appeal, it will be acknowledged in 
writing. 

 
 
You are advised to consult your representative before submitting this completed 
form. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary, please turn over 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 5 - Equality Impact Assessment Stage 1 Screening 

 
HR and ODL Shared Service HR Policy Review Equality Impact Assessment 
Template 
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Title  

 

Disciplinary Policy  

Name of Lead Manager/Policy 
Author 

Anisha Ghosh 

Description of the policy  

 

This policy aims to promote high standards of behaviour 

and conduct for all employees and to take appropriate 

corrective action where those standards are not met. 

The evidence base (the 

information on which you have 

based your analysis)  

Based on legislative and good practice requirements, in 
line with employment law and ACAS guidance.   

What the evidence shows – key 
facts If there is no evidence base 
use this section to explain how 
you have been able to assess 
equality impact. 

No evidence base available. This policy is generic 
reflecting employment law and good practice, which 
themselves are based on evidence  

Engagement and involvement CCG Policy Forum.  

Does the policy target a 
particular equality group? 
 

  Yes No 

Age    X 

Disability    X 

Gender re-assignment    X 

Marriage and civil partnership    X 

Pregnancy and maternity    X 

Race including nationality and ethnic 
origin    X 

Religion or belief    X 

Sex    X 

Sexual orientation    X 
 

 

Will the application of the 
policy disproportionately affect 
(either positively or negatively) 
one of the equality groups 
because of their equality 
status? 

  Yes No 

Age x    

Disability  X   

Gender re-assignment  X   

Marriage and civil partnership  X   

Pregnancy and maternity  X   

Race including nationality and ethnic 
origin  X   

Religion or belief  X   

Sex  X   

Sexual orientation  X   
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If you have identified disproportionate impact (either positive of negative) provide 
further details/an explanation of the type of impact.  
 
The specific purpose of the policy is to support equality groups to access equality of 
opportunity and outcome. 
 

 

Action Planning & Monitoring Policy will be reviewed as required by legislative, or other 
relevant, changes.  The effectiveness of the policy will be 
reflected in other reported areas, such as the annual 
workforce equality data report.  

 

Date  3 July 2019 


